
There are four main areas you should focus on 

when you receive your pet’s results.  We will 

discuss each below so you understand how to 

move forward with a map for your pet’s road to 

wellness!  

When you receive your pet’s results, you are likely 

going to be a little overwhelmed at all the red 

highlighting on the first page.  Before you get 

distracted by all that red, let’s take a look at the 

“Energetic Imbalances” on page three.  

Energetic Imbalances – Page Three 

The entries highlighted in orange may be affecting your pet’s wellness.  These concerns are revealed 

during the biofeedback analysis and help us determine what needs to be changed to get them back into 

balance.  The important thing to remember here is that balance is not one-sided.  This means in addition 

to adjusting your pet’s diet accordingly, you may want to provide natural support to address those concerns 

or imbalances using herbs and other holistic remedies.  For the best results, it may take both.  

Food Panel - Page One 

So… you are looking at all those red foods on page one and you’re feeling overwhelmed.  Don’t be!  This 
is not a “life sentence” imposed on your pet, but it would be beneficial to avoid all red-flagged foods for a 

minimum of 30 to 60 days, or until you see a significant breakthrough.  It can take longer for chronic cases 

or if the immune system is weak and compromised.  Their symptoms can also get worse before they get 
better as they begin to detoxify – but don’t despair – this is usually short-lived. 

If there is a food your pet truly loves, you may be able to work it back into the diet as their system becomes 
balanced.  Foods can test as "incompatibilities or triggers" for many reasons.  In rare cases it can be a true 

allergy, but the symptoms are acute and can be life threatening just like a human with an allergy to nuts 
or shellfish.  If this is the case, a licensed veterinarian should make that diagnosis.  Often they are simply 

incompatible or a resistance has been developed due to either an indigestible food or just too much of it in 

the diet.  Also, since cats and dogs are both carnivores, foods that contain grains, starchy root veggies and 
some fruits are high in carbs, sugars and other things our pets just can’t digest.  

The food panel is broken down by types of foods and covers over 200 items.  Take a look at the proteins, 
oils, grains and vegetables to see if their current food is suitable for them.  Share this with your local pet 

retailer (we will email them a copy if you want) when you shop for your pet’s food.  We realize some of 
the foods listed can seem a little unlikely—red wine, lime, vanilla...  Who gives those things to their pets?  

But remember, these can be ingredients you give your pets without thinking… a bite of burgundy beef 

stew; a lick off your Popsicle; the last nibble of your cookie.  This information will help you be mindful of 
what goes in their mouths.  Pet food manufacturers are beginning to pay attention to the many health and 

skin issues affecting our pets, so in most cases you should be able to find several options to meet your 
pet’s needs.  If you have trouble, let us know!  We can provide independent resources to make your search 

easier. 

Environmental Panel – Page Two  

This section of your pet’s results provides information about the things in your shared environment that 

may be influencing your pet’s wellness.  We cover over 100 different environmental influences, including 
petro and enviro chemicals, electronics, insects, grasses, trees and pollens.  Short of putting your pet in a 



plastic bubble or a surgical mask, how do you manage to avoid these types of triggers? 

Building your pet’s immune system using beneficial remedies is the first step (more about that in a moment) 
and the best way to help your pet.  You can also limit their exposure to some of these items.  For example, 

if your pet is sensitive to pine needles, consider raking and bagging them for disposal instead of leaving 
them on the ground.  If your pet is sensitive to down or feathers, check to see that the bed you provide is 

filled with an alternative.  You will also see some items listed in two places (Alfalfa is in the Grasses and 
Pollens section, for example.)  A pet can be sensitive to one form and not the other because they have a 

different metabolic structure, and you will commonly see sensitivity to pollen but not to the corresponding 

grass or root. 

Beneficial Holistic and Herbal Remedies – Page Three  

This is where you will find the herbal remedies and natural products that have been shown help pets get 
back into balance.  You will see items highlighted in green that are particularly appropriate for your pet’s 

current results.  Anything highlighted in red is a corresponding sensitivity from page one or two.  In that 
case, it is not beneficial, so make a note to exclude it.  

We list the GPH products that we offer for your convenience as well as Cell Salts.  The ones highlighted in 
green are the products that can help address your pet’s Energetic Imbalances.  

General Information About Your Pet’s Results 

Finally, we can provide some general information about the results and share suggestions on our products 

and how they have historically been shown to help some of the most common issues.  For more information, 

you can always give us a call (406-297-7995) and schedule a consultation with one of our wellness coaches.  

We hope this has helped you better understand how to interpret your pet’s results.  We are here to help, 

so if you have any questions, please never hesitate to ask. We take customer service very seriously.  When 
you call or write to us, rest assured the people assisting you are pet parents themselves, with firsthand 

knowledge about our products and services and a genuine concern for the wellbeing of your beloved pet. 

 

 

 

 


